D A T A
G O V E R N A N C E

As mobile use grows in
your organisation, so does
the risk of online attack
and the complexity of
staying compliant
It’s why mobile security and data management are
more important than ever. Data Governance from
O2 gives you peace of mind, making it simple to
manage individual devices in real time, whilst
keeping them protected from malware and phishing
attacks. You’ll also get the benefits of the fully
connected workforce – without excessive roaming
costs or bill shock – and you’ll gain valuable insights
into data usage patterns and trends.

Our cloud-based solution gives you the ability to
apply tamper-proof policies to individual devices or
whole groups, to control roaming. You’ll also get
insight into the patterns and trends of mobile data
consumption. It can be managed anywhere, in real
time. And it works with any SIM based device –
regardless of manufacturer or operating system.
You get the benefits of cost savings, improved
visibility, security, simplicity and flexibility.

A focus on security

Using a simple, web-based admin portal, Data
Governance can limit data rates and block and
impose data caps based on a combination of:

With mobile malware rising by more than 100%
over the past two years, you need to increase your
focus on device and network security. Make your
data secure with Data Governance from O2 , blocking
access to dangerous sites and remotely managing
your devices.

•

 he geographical zone or region the device is
T
in, such as ‘home’, ‘roaming’, ‘EMEA’ or ‘APAC’
for instance

•

 he type of web content the device is trying
T
to access, such as video, social, email and
app updates

•

 he amount of data already consumed in the
T
day week/month and if the user is approaching
their monthly limit

•

The group you’ve assigned the user to

•

The time of day the device is accessing the internet

With Data Governance you can:
•

 ptimise the way mobile data is used with real
O
time granular reporting

•

 rive productivity by giving access to business
D
critical services at all times

•

 ie each tamper-proof policy to the individual
T
SIM, so if a user puts it into another device,
your policy will still apply

•

 enefit from a cloud-based solution for a rapid
B
rollout and easy management, with no additional
on-premise hardware costs

•

 emotely locate, lock and wipe devices to keep
R
your information secure

•

 lock malicious sites and prevent malware and
B
phishing attacks

•

Personalise policies for individuals or groups

What you
get with Data
Governance
•

 fully managed and flexible cloud-based
A
solution which reduces costs and manages
mobile data usage

•

 dvice from a trusted comms integrator provider
A
with a heritage in mobile

•

 substantial portfolio of Digital Workplace
A
solutions, encompassing platforms, devices,
applications and cloud

Why O2
We’re trusted as the comms integrator for some of the UK’s most respected
organisations, with years of unrivalled business mobile experience. We have
close relationships with all the leading suppliers, so our mobility experts can
create the right solution for your organisation from our portfolio of Digital
Workplace solutions, whether that’s standalone products or a combination
of platforms, devices and applications, and using a mix of on-premises,
hybrid and cloud-based solutions.
You can rely on our network too. uSwitch named us the UK’s best network
for coverage in 2018 and 20191 and we were rated the UK’s most reliable
network in 2018 by GWS2. And as the UK’s best business network we were
the first telecoms operator to be CAS(T) Certified for both Mobile and Fixed
communications3, which gives you greater peace of mind about the security
of our network.

We’ll support you all the way
If you’d like to make it easier to manage your devices, keeping them
up-to-date with security software and enabled with the latest tools, speak
to your Client Manager, call us on 01235 433507 or visit o2.co.uk/business
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